
SMART ACCESS

IOT SOLUTIONS
Facility Management

Touchless Biometric
Use Facial Recognition Access Control to have a unique identification of each employee.

Body Temperature Detection
Avoid taking health risks and prevent disease transmission, by controlling your 
employees’ temperature.

Alarmistic
React in a timely manner with the ability to integrate SMS and E-mail platforms to 
generate notifications for relevant managers when something is not compliant with your 
access guidelines.

Rest assured with every access controlled
Identification and health security are a growing concern
as your Offices and Facilities need to be secure at all times.



Contact us
We’re happy
to show
our demos
to reinforce
your decision

Get in touch with us. We love a good challenge!
You are always welcome
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With your already owned 
services and according
to your defined users’ 
access permissions

System
Integration

Touch-free facial 
recognition and body 
temperature 
measurement

Touchless

Our touchless Smart Access Solution securely and reliably provides:

Uniqueness of Access Control
Our face is a unique characteristic that authenticates us thus making it 
difficult to fake physical facial recognition and improving access control 
to the company offices.

Risk control
As cientifically recognized, one key symptom that signifies a potential health 
problem is an increased body temperature. As such, one way to reduce
the risk of a disease outbreak in a company is to control the body 
temperature of those who have access to it.

Personal Data Protected
Our solution doesn't use any personal data as every entry-exit record access, 
and all incidents, are registered under a generated identification code.

Growing security concerns can be addressed
In a world where there are security concerns related with identity check, data 
protection, diseases and virus spread, having control over your company 
offices’s access is key to prevent unidentified persons to access your facilites 
and avoid turning it into an active focus of hazardous health risks.

Define the events covered 
and when to receive
an alert.

Alerts
Management

Manage your operation’s  
progression to help you 
predict and prevent 
critical cases

Report
Generation


